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Abstract: This study aimed to investigate the strategies adopted by Persian native speakers for expressing their happiness 
and sorrow. For this purpose, the researcher spent one month observing the behavior of different male and female native 
speakers of Farsi who were of different ages between 12-68. The researcher collected the data either by participating different 
events of happiness and sorrow or putting the audience under one of these circumstances by giving them some good or bad 
news in order to audit their way of expressing happiness and sorrow. The responses collected were extracted as 8 happiness 
expression strategies (surprise, positive adjectives, appreciation, thanking God, expressing emotions and statements and 
informal emotional expression) and 6 sorrow-expression strategies (expressing pity, questions, statements, curse words and 
threatening). Among these strategies, statement was common in both happiness and sorrow strategies. After identifying the 
strategies, the number and percentage of each strategy was calculated for male and female participants. The results indicated 
that surprise, thanking God, statements and appreciation are the most frequent happiness strategies among male participants 
and expressing emotions and surprise are the most frequently-used happiness strategies among female ones. One important 
point in the strategy of "expressing emotion" is that it is a female-specific strategy not used by male population at all. On the 
other hand, regarding expressions of sorrow, according to the findings of this research, expressing pity is the most frequent 
strategy both for males and females. In expressing sorrow, using curse words is the second rank for male participants and other 
strategies are somehow equally-used among both groups as the difference between the frequencies of male and female was not 
that considerable. 
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1. Introduction 

The ability to express emotional states is a central fact in 
human life and a great number of researches have been 
focused on the relationship between emotions and nonverbal 
behaviors, however, as mentioned by Hancock [2007], few 
researches have examined how emotions are reflected 
verbally. Happiness and sadness are the most common 
emotions to be expressed all over the word; however the way 
to do so is different among cultures. For example, Iranian 
culture is much different from that of American in a way that 
the former prefer to express their feelings more emotionally 
than the latter; i.e. the Iranian tend to exaggerate more than 

western societies. Thus, the strategies Iranian EFL students 
adopt are according to their emotional culture. 

On the other hand, expressing emotions is different for 
different genders. As O’Kearney [2004, p. 916] mentions, 
“references to other-directed negative emotions (e.g., anger) 
were predominant for boys, and inner-directed negative 
emotions (such as sadness, fear, guilt, and shame) were 
characteristic of girls.” Males are educated to hide their real 
feelings and do not express their emotion easily. Memories of 
past experiences are quite important in our daily lives, and 
we usually examine ourselves in terms of our past life to 
bring us a better future. Women and men differ in the 
narrative description about their life. Bauer, Stennes, and 
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Haight [2003, p. 28] state: “women tend to provide narratives 
that are longer, more detailed and vivid; women tend to 
include more emotional content in their autobiographical 
memories.” Women also recall more emotional memories 
and need less time to report their memories than men. 
Considering the above mentioned points, the aim of this 
study is to examine the strategies native speakers adopt for 
expressing emotions in their native language. On the other 
hand, the researcher has tried to also focus on the gender 
differences in expressing ones’ emotions. 

2. Review of Literature 

The linguistic representations of emotions may have 
important implications for self-awareness development and 
emotional experiences regulation. O’Kearney [2004, p. 915] 
says in his study, “there are clear gender differences in 
emotion display rules with males preferring behavioral and 
action/expressive modes and women preferring verbal and 
facial expressive mode.” Males focused less on the 
consequences and resolution of conflict than women and 
have a higher priority for more immediate, behavioral 
representations of their emotional responses. 

From the semantic point of view, all women mention some 
objects or issues associated with emotions while men like to 
keep within the emotion category. In this study, Vainik [2006, 
p. 174] states that, “some of the gender-based differences are 
morphological: among the words mentioned by men, there 
are some adjectives and a verbal noun, whereas the words 
mentioned by women only include some plural nouns.” 
According to Bauer et al. [2003, p. 27], “the category of 
internal states terms is found to be more coherent for women 
than for men.” That is, women use more emotion terms in 
their descriptions of events from later in life than men. 

Moreover, Schirmer, Zysset, Kotz, and Cramon [2004, p. 
1114] point out, “semantic processing in women is more 
susceptible to influences from emotional prosody than is 
semantic processing in men.” The ways of the emotional 
response variables are in the tendency that women are more 
emotional than men. Chentsova-Dutton and Tsai [2007, p. 
175] say, “according to the emotional behavior and self-
reports of emotion, women are supposed to be more 
emotional than men, even for emotions like anger, for which 
men are suggested to be more emotional than women.” 
According to Vainik [2006, p. 183], “women are emotionally 
more competent and more expressive, in particular with 
verbal expression.” Women carry out emotional and 
linguistic tasks more precisely, as they are more sensitive to 
that kind of stimuli. O’Kearney [2004, p. 916] suggests, 
“females more frequently report or express emotion terms 
referring to inner-directed emotions and also more intense 
positive and negative feelings.” 

In some research, we can find the parents’ effects on the 
emotional development of children of different genders. 
Aldrich and Tenenbaum [2006, p.776] state that parents have 
more discussion about emotion with girls, therefore girls may 
discuss emotions more than boys. Holm (2001, p. 385) 

reports “with the exception of anger, girls are encouraged to 
learn to express their feelings through words and facial 
expressions, while boys are discouraged from doing so.” That 
is, boys learn to act on their feelings rather than to talk about 
them. Vainik [2006, p.183] states, “in bringing up girls, 
mothers always use more positive emotion words, turning a 
lot of detailed attention to their emotional states, whereas 
with boys the focus tends to be on causes and consequences.” 
Since girls hear and use a larger and more varied vocabulary 
for emotional experiences, they may understand past 
emotions as being more personally meaningful, and view 
their past experiences as more emotionally diverse than boys 
do. 

Most of the studies relating to gender differences in 
emotion expression consider the ways emotions are 
expressed in a broad sense rather than considering the 
language in which emotions are talked about. According to 
Bajgar, Lane and Deane [2005], men have lower emotion 
awareness than women. Their study was done in accordance 
with the levels of emotional awareness scale (LEAS) which 
is a way to measure individual differences in adults’ 
emotional awareness. Hubbard [2001] states that boys will 
express more sadness and anger than girls who may be more 
concerned with harmonious relationships.  

On the other hand, Chaplin [2006] mentions that emotion 
development may influence the development of autonomy 
and identity during adolescence. According to Vainik (2006), 
women have better competence in emotion with higher 
productivity in emotional words. However Fischer [1995] as 
cited in Vainik [2006], states that although the women’s 
emotion words are more active, there is no significant 
difference in the basic level emotion concepts of different 
genders. Furthermore, O’Kearney [2004, p. 916] mentions, 
“references to other-directed negative emotions (e.g., anger) 
were predominant for boys, and inner-directed negative 
emotions (such as sadness, fear, guilt, and shame) were 
characteristic of girls.” Males are educated to hide their real 
feelings and do not express their emotion easily. Memories of 
past experiences are quite important in our daily lives, and 
we usually examine ourselves in terms of our past life to 
bring us a better future. Women and men differ in the 
narrative description about their life. Bauer, Stennes, and 
Haight [2003, p. 28] state, “women tend to provide narratives 
that are longer, more detailed and vivid; women tend to 
include more emotional content in their autobiographical 
memories.” Women also recall more emotional memories 
and need less time to report their memories than men. As 
mentioned above, although a lot of research has been 
performed on nonverbal expressions of emotion, few have 
concentrated on verbal expression of feelings.  

A simple surf on the net will give the researcher several 
papers on different speech acts such as refusal, thanking, etc. 
some of which are listed below: 

The first study was done by 2 Iranian PhD students, 
sadeghi & Savojbolaghchilar [2011] which was aimed to 
compare the refusal strategies used by four groups of native 
and nonnative speakers of English, namely, American 
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English speakers, Persian/Azeri speakers with little working 
knowledge of English, advanced Iranian learners of English, 
and Iranians living in the U.S. for an average of 10 years. A 
Discourse Completion Test (DCT) developed by Beebe, 
Takahashi and Uliss-Welts [1990] was used to elicit the 
relevant data. The analysis showed that generally speaking, 
Iranian residents and advanced learners used different 
strategies to refuse requests, invitations, offers and 
suggestion from Iranians living aboard who acted more 
similarly to native speakers living in the U.S. More detailed 
findings and implications are discussed in the paper. 

The second study selected to be brought here aimed to 
compare gender-related differences in the use of emotion 
terms and the correspondence between semantic emotion 
knowledge and episodic emotion experience, with the 
method of testing participant’s episodic emotion experience 
(basic knowledge being made up of whatever happens to be 
the most frequent and impressive in everyday experience). 
Thirty participants are recruited for two list tasks, a Free 
Listing task and a Recent Experience task. The results show 
that (1) for both men and women the most salient emotion 
words present an antonymic pair—sadness-happiness. (2) 
Some of the gender-based differences are morphological. The 
female participants tend to use adjectives and verbs while 
most of the words mentioned by the males are nouns. (3) 
Women tend to mention objects or issues associated with 
emotions while men prefer to keep within the emotion 
category. Finally, when men recall their past experience, they 
tend to use positive words while women use both positive as 
well as negative words. 

One of the papers written in this subject is by Hancock et 
al [2007] focusing on expressing emotions in text-based 
communication. The study examines how people express and 
detect emotions during text-based communication (instant 
messaging), an environment that eliminates the nonverbal 
cues typically associated with emotion. The results from 40 
interactions suggest that users relied on four strategies to 
express happiness versus sadness, including disagreement, 
negative affect terms, punctuation, and verbosity. 

3. Methodology 

This section is presented in 2 subsections: Data collection 
and data analysis the details of which are provided below: 

3.1. Participants 

The participants of this research were 100 Iranian native 
speakers in Tehran. These participants were selected in 2 
groups of male and female of ages between 12-68. 

3.2. Data Collection 

Unlike the similar studies done up to the present time on 
this subject, the current survey has been performed via real 
data collection, i.e. the researcher has participated different 
events of happiness and sorrow or has put the audience under 
one of these circumstances by giving them some good or bad 

news in order to audit their way of expressing happiness and 
sorrow. The responses collected in this way are provided 
attached to this article. 

3.3. Data Analysis 

After the data was collected via the above-mentioned 
method, it was turn to analyze the data. For this purpose, the 
responses of the sample group were tried to be categorized in 
both groups of items (happiness situations and sorrow ones) 
into several strategies, i.e. the responses were fallen into 
some strategies by the researcher. Then the number and 
percentage of each strategy was calculated for 2 groups of 
participants: male and female. The results are provided in the 
following section. 

3.4. Limitations of the Study 

This study had some limitations as follows: 
The first limitation in performing this research was the 

number of participants, which limited the scope of research. 
The second limitation was the lack of time that caused some 
deficiencies in writing the paper. 

3.5. Results and Discussions 

As mentioned above, the collected data was analyzed to 
extract some strategies out of it. The strategies, participants 
adopted for expressing their emotions of happiness and 
sorrow are provided as follows which have been approved by 
one of the professors teaching at Islamic Azad University, 
Tehran Central Branch: 

4. Strategies for Expression of Happiness 

Results of the study indicated that expressing happiness 
can be done via 8 strategies as follows: 

1) Surprise: 
The first strategy used was the one containing terms of 

surprise. Some examples of this strategy are: 
Go away; 
Are you telling lie 
The results indicate that the frequency of this strategy was 

counted 7 among male participants, and 10 among female 
ones. This result proves that women are more eager to use 
this strategy which\is an emotion-based one than men. Of 
course as the difference is not considerable, this strategy 
cannot be counted as a female strategy. 

2) Positive adjectives: 
This strategy included some adjectives to express one's 

happiness. For instance: 
How are you kind; 
How it is perfect. 
The frequency of this strategy was counted equally 5 

(12.5%) among male and female participants which indicates 
that the tendency of using it is shared among men and 
women.  

3) Appreciation: 
In the situations of happiness, the subjects tried to use the 
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terms applied for appreciation, for example: 
Bully for you; 
It is great, Thanks 
The frequency of adopting the strategy of appreciation was 

8 for male and 6 for female participants which is somehow 
like the first strategy (surprise). 

4) Thanking God: 
In addition to the third strategy which was appreciating 

someone, some people tried to use some expressions for 
thanking the origin of happiness, i.e. God, by the use of 
following terms: 

Thanks God. 
Number of male participants adopting this strategy was 7, 

as the frequency of it among female ones which is again 
similar to the second strategy (positive adjectives). 

5) Questions: 
This category included the attempt of students to use 

questions indicating that they have not believed what was 
told to them. For example: 

Are you pulling my legs? 
IS it right? 
Are you playing tricks on me? 
According to the results of this study, male participants 

tend to use this strategy twice more than the female 
participants and this proves that it can be considered a male 
strategy, due to the fact that men have a more analytical 
nature. 

6) Expressing emotions: 
Some of the participants tried the strategy including some 

expression of feelings. For example:  
Wow.I really love you and so on. 
As can be seen in the statistics of this study, no male 

participant adopted this strategy. However 9 female 
participants tend to use this strategy. As can be realized from 
the name, expressing emotions is an emotional strategy 
which somehow lends it to female world. Thus this can 
justify why it is mostly adopted by the female population. 

7) Statement: 
By statement, we mean uttering some sentences for 

displaying one's happiness. For example:  
Well that's great! 
How long have I been waiting for this day! 
It was very beautiful! 
According to the results of the study, statement was used 

by 7 male participants and 6 female one. 
8) Using informal emotional terms: 
This strategy was adopted by the younger participants who 

were shown to be more energetic in expressing their 
happiness. Some instances include:  

Horaaaaaaaaaaaaa! 
That is perfect. 
According to the results of this study, 10 male participants 

and 4 females used this strategy which proves that male 
participants tend to use this strategy twice more than the 
female participants and this proves that it can be considered a 
male strategy. 

More details of the happiness strategies results can be seen 

in table 1 and figure 1. 

Table 1. Numbers and percentage of happiness expression strategies. 

Strategy (Happiness) 
Male Female 

No % No % 

Surprise 7 15 10 19 

Positive adjectives 5 11 5 10 

Appreciation 8 17 6 11 

Thanking God 7 15 7 14 

Question 3 6 6 11 

Expressing emotion 0 0 9 17 

Statement  7 15 6 11 

Informal emotional utterances 10 21 4 7 

Total 47 100 53 100 

 
Figure 1. Numbers and Percentage of Happiness Expression Strategies. 

Strategies for Expression of Sorrow 

According to the results obtained from the experiment, 6 
strategies were identified for expressing sorrow among the 
participants on the current study. These strategies include: 

1) Expressing pity: 
Those adopting this strategy were trying to show their 

sadness by the use of condolence words. Some examples are 
as follows:  

Oh I did not know! 
How awful! 
How pity. 
The results, as can be seen in table 1, indicate that 20 male 

participants and 25 female ones adopted this strategy in 
expressing their sorrow. The difference is not so considerable 
to tend it towards male or female side. 

2) Questions: 
Like the similar strategy in happiness category, this 

strategy is adopted by the students to use questions indicating 
that they have not believed what was told to them. For 
example:  

How did this happen? 
What's this world? 
As indicated in the results of this study, 10 male and 12 

female participants used this strategy and like the previous 
strategy in expressing sorrow, there is no considerable 
difference among male and female population. 

3) Statement:  
By statement, we mean uttering some sentences for 
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displaying one's sorrow. For example:  
Have fun just! 
Life is not really worth living/ 
This strategy has a frequency of 7 among male and 8 

among female participants.  
4) Using curse words: 
This strategy was adopted by those subjects who were 

irritated by the sad news. Examples are: 
Shits to this life; 
Fuck this life; 
How hell is this world. 
12 male and 5 female participants adopted this strategy. 
5) Threatening:  
This strategy was used just once by one of the samples 

who was quite angry with the person causing the trouble. He 
used: 

Fuck your mother, 
Thus this strategy cannot be counted as a generalizable 

one. 
The details of numbers and percentage of each sorrow 

expression strategy among male and female participants are 
provided in table and figure 2. 

As it can be seen in table 1, the first commonly-used 
strategies among male participants were Appreciation and 
question with frequency of 20 percent. However, the most 
frequent strategy among female participants was "surprise" 
with a frequency of 25 percent. 

 

Figure 2. Numbers and Percentage of Sorrow Expression Strategies. 

Table 2. Numbers and Percentage of Sorrow Expression Strategies. 

Strategy (Sorrow) 
Male Female 

No % No % 

Expressing pity 20 40% 25 50% 

Questions 10 20% 12 24% 

Statement 7 14% 8 16% 

Curse words 12 24% 5 10% 

Threatening 1 2% 0 0% 

Total 50 100 50 100 

5. Conclusion 

This study aimed to investigate the strategies adopted by 
Persian native speakers for expressing their happiness and 
sorrow. For this purpose, the researcher spent one month 
observing the behavior of different male and female native 
speakers of Farsi who were of different ages between 12 - 68. 
The researcher collected the data either by participating 
different events of happiness and sorrow or putting the 
audience under one of these circumstances by giving them 
some good or bad news in order to audit their way of 
expressing happiness and sorrow. The responses collected 

were extracted as 8 happiness expression strategies (surprise, 
positive adjectives, appreciation, thanking God, expressing 
emotions and statements and informal emotional expression) 
and 6 sorrow-expression strategies (expressing pity, 
questions, statements, curse words and threatening). Among 
these strategies, statement was common in both happiness 
and sorrow strategies. After identifying the strategies, the 
number and percentage of each strategy was calculated for 
male and female participants. The results indicated that 
surprise, thanking God, statements and appreciation are the 
most frequent happiness strategies among male participants 
and expressing emotions and surprise are the most 
frequently-used happiness strategies among female ones. One 
important point in the strategy of "expressing emotion" is 
that it is a female-specific strategy not used by male 
population at all.On the other hand, regarding expressions of 
sorrow, according to the findings of this research, expressing 
pity is the most frequent strategy both for males and 
females.In expressing sorrow, using curse words is the 
second rank for male participants and other strategies are 
somehow equally-used among both groups as the difference 
between the frequencies of male and female was not that 
considerable. 
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Appendix 

 �م ��ل 	���ت �ن رد�ف

 abcdره ^[م داUV WXYZد 25 1
 aiک Ug Udم داWXYZ زن 20 2

 so[ر ھlmg nco pq ^[ه V[رس داajYZه زن 28 3

 Uoا ا}Wyzری ^[؟ UvVجt زن 30 4

 abcdره ^[م YzV| زن 22 5
 ^zcd |V WzV ]z} ~Za|؟ داUV WXYZد 20 6

 واااااااااااای دا�Z آWVز زن 18 7

 p��������Z؟ دا�Z آWVز UVد 18 8
ا�nارz�V[س UZم  UVد 26 9  ای i[ا! 
�n^� زن 35 10 !�X� 

 abcdره ^[م �U� !pو^z[ه UVد 46 11
 دروغ V| {|؟ داWXYZ زن 20 12
 د�t داره p�U� |V! دا�Z آWVز زن 15 13
 }a ��|!  داUV WXYZد 23 14
 اِ  z�V[س ^UV |qcد 28 15
 adad pZ! راV lg| {|؟ z�V[س ^UV |qcد 32 16
 Uoا ا}Wyzری ^[ آpi؟ �n^� زن 41 17

 ^W�Za دا^ad pvش �a� !�sر^azس �Uوش UVد 32 18

 �pYcV |o �a؟ �aر^azس �Uوش زن 25 19

 ^W� ��Z |iW رو i[ا! ���UV Uj�cد 29 20

 وای Uoا؟ ���UV Uj�cد 35 21

 �aش UV |Vدم را�V l| ^[م UvVجt زن 26 22

 so[ر Um�Vه V[رس زن 28 23

 ��X جV !]^ |Za{U[رس داajYZه UVد 31 24

�n^� زن 50 25 ]d ر]so 

�UV �^nد 56 26 !�X� 

 راV lg| {|؟ z�V[س aq�Vر UVد 29 27

 Uoا؟ z�V[س aq�Vر UVد 29 28

 ا��| Ucqdم V[رس زadن زن 36 29
 z�qyV|؟ �Uو^z[ه زن 24 30

 ^V !|z� |V |iW[رس UVد 28 31

 W� WjZ رو i[ا! داWXYZ زن 19 32
 z�V !pZ[س W�avVژی UVد 31 33
 so[ر aZرا�zz� l[ه! UvVجa�^ tھ| زن 26 34

 ��X آدUvV !|{aVجa�^ tھ| زن 28 35

 {pd �Znd ]z ا}� دU� acZو^z[ه adزار UVد 29 36

 ھWi ]z} |o pqرد! داWXYZ زن 24 37

 cz�qyV[؟ V[رس UVد 30 38

 Uoاااا؟ V[رس زن 32 39

 so[ر اad �gر! UvVجt زن 35 40

 Udووو! adزUV �Zad pv�YZد 65 41
 ad !adad pZزUV �Zad pv�YZد 54 42
 �a� |o �aر z� |V|؟ adزpv�YZ آWVزش و �Uوزش UVد 52 43

 د�t داره a� !p�U� |VرzV[ زن 32 44
 زZ[{| وا��qZ ًa| ارزه! �aر�Zad ]zV زن 39 45

 واااا! pZai دار زن 52 46

 ا}� ^lgaV ~Za د}pj د}��a�cd pqر UVد 26 47
 {Wi ]zرد pVaZUd pd ھaم z�V[س ^UV |qcد 29 48

 راV lg| {|؟ z�V[س aq�Vر UVد 36 49

 a� !adad pZرUV l�Z l�U^ ]zVد 40 50
 آخ آخ آخ pZai دار زن 28 51
a� po ]dرUV ]zVد 33 52  

 ای داد cd[اد �aرUV ]zVد 36 53
 واااااااااااااای t��V زن 50 54

 ای �aش ا}Wyzری a� ]^ |qZر^azس Udق UVد 59 55
 �aش ا}� �aرو U� |qZدی �Uو^z[ه UVد 36 56
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 �م ��ل 	���ت �ن رد�ف

 so[ر ¡U�  {aو^z[ه UVد 29 57

 pZai ]^ ]d |�ci دار زن 56 58

 �W رو i[ا pZai !!!WjZ دار زن 80 59
 a� ]^  {a¡ |�ciرUV ]zVد 43 60

 Ui ]dاب ^[}z�V t[س ^UV |qcد 29 61
 د�liWg |�ci t آرا}UjY زن 36 62
 آآآآآآآآآآآآآآآآآآآآخ qZ| دوtv�Z! داWXYZ زن 19 63
 وااااو}£ UV �cZa�Vد 25 64

 ای داد cd[اااد داWXYZ زن 23 65
 �W¥� WYvc�W��V |� �aل pz� |V؟ pZai دار زن 48 66

 ای داد z�V[س UZم ا�nار UVد 27 67
 وای وای وای ���Uj�c ��� و �aر زن 24 68

 aZ |�ciرا��v ^[م داWXYZ زن 25 69

 so[ر d[ داUV WXYZد 26 70

 �aش ا}Wyzری �Wqم pZai ]YcqZ دار زن 54 71

 Uoا ا}WXzری ^[ V[رس داajYZه UVد 28 72

 az} po �V pjVھ| �Uدم pZai دار زن 62 73

 U� !p������Zو^z[ه UVد 32 74
 Uoااا آpi؟ �aرUV ]zVد 38 75

 Wyoری د�l اوV[ ا}� �aرو z�d|؟ داUV WXYZد 20 76

 ا}pzV ~Za^ tz د}pj دا�Z آWVز UVد 16 77
 دروغ jcV|؟ z�V[س aq�Vری زن 32 78
 ای واای z�V[س aq�Vری زن 30 79
 Wyoری d U¥i ��d[م؟ �aرUV ]zVد 26 80

 ای adad داWXYZ زن 19 81
 WjZووو! دا�Z آWVز زن 17 82
 cY�Z l�aXi[ ا}� �aرو �Uد؟ �aر^azس �Uوش UVد 25 83

 آخ dUV| ورزش زن 36 84
 ای داد cd[اد �Uو^z[ه UVد 39 85
 وای U� �Vو^z[ه زن 28 86

 اه داUV WXYZد 21 87
 آخ i[ا آرا}UjY زن 60 88
 آUo piا؟ ¨aXZ §{Uت UVد 36 89
 آخ آخ آخ pZai دار زن 35 90
 د�l�U} t داWXYZی �aر^gaz| ار^[ زن 26 91
 وای i[ا! pZai دار زن 48 92

 �U زده ^[ U� !adad ��dو^z[ه UVد 26 93
 �W رو��! داWXYZ زن 23 94
 ای وای �a� |o �aر �tz؟ دا�Z آWVز UVد 12 95
�tZWqcY! داUV WXYZد 18 96 ©g �c� 

adadای  داWXYZ زن 26 97  

�[رWV در آورد}[ �a� !adad pرUV ]zVد 41 98 
 وای وای! داWXYZ زن 25 99

 aVدر^n� pd Wاش tZWYcV داUV WXYZد 35 100

 

 ��دی ��ل 	���ت �ن رد�ف

 ھ| وای �V داUV WXYZد 25 1

 را¡| ام ازت داWXYZ زن 20 2

 V t�a�^Wi |�ci[رس داajYZه زن 28 3

^[so[ر �UvV  |�aجt زن 30 4  

 �W رو �Uآن؟ YzV| زن 22 5
 دU} lVم adad داUV WXYZد 20 6
 �tvs^a دا�Z آWVز زن 18 7

 دU} tVم دا�Z آWVز UVد 18 8
 �z�V pc�a� �ªV[س UZم ا�nار UVد 26 9

 ج[ا؟  �n^� زن 35 10

 a� |�ciل دادی U� adadو^z[ه UVد 46 11

 آخ جWوون داWXYZ زن 20 12
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 ��دی ��ل 	���ت �ن رد�ف

 ا}Wهللا دا�Z آWVز زن 15 13
 so[ر Wiب داUV WXYZد 23 14

 وا��aً داری jcV|؟ z�V[س ^UV |qcد 28 15

 i[ای U�^ �Vت z�V[س ^UV |qcد 32 16

�n^� زن 41 17 pc�a� |�ci p� �{ا �i 

 دlvg درa� lgر^azس �Uوش UVد 32 18
 راV lg| {|؟ �aر^azس �Uوش زن 25 19

 UV Uj�c��� !|z� |V |iW^ adadد 29 20
 ای جUV Uj�c��� tZWد 35 21
 so[ر Wiب ^[ UvVجt زن 26 22

�V l��U[رس زن 28 23 
 واااای so[ر �V |�a[رس داajYZه UVد 31 24

�n^� زن 50 25 U�^ ا رو]i �i 

 Ud t�a�^Wiا�Wن �UV �^nد 56 26

 Udووووو! z�V[س aq�Vر UVد 29 27
 ھWراااااا z�V[س aq�Vر UVد 29 28

زadنV[رس  زن 36 29  !!W� نaج Wjd 
 راV lg| {|؟ �Uو^z[ه زن 24 30

 جV  |qZa[رس UVد 28 31

 دری دری دری (l�a� pd ر}�cqv) داWXYZ زن 19 32
 i[ا}U�^ aت z�V[س W�avVژی UVد 31 33

 دlvg درد UvV pz�Zجa�^ tھ| زن 26 34
 a�^Wi |�ciل ^[م i pd[ا UvVجa�^ tھ| زن 28 35

adزار�Uو^z[ه  UVد 29 36  واااااااای so[ر U¬vzV ا}� روز Wdدم 

 �aرت درpvg داWXYZ زن 24 37

 آ�V �{U[رس UVد 30 38
 so[ر جV  ��a[رس زن 32 39

 وا��jcV ًa|؟ UvVجt زن 35 40

 ad pdWi |�ciزUV �Zad pv�YZد 65 41

 Wiب ^[ ad adadزUV �Zad pv�YZد 54 42

رو �Uآن؟�ad  Wزpv�YZ آWVزش و �Uوزش UVد 52 43  

 Udو adad! راjcV lg|؟ �aرzV[ زن 32 44
 واااااااااااااااای so[ر Wiوووب �aر�Zad ]zV زن 39 45

 i[ا رو ^�pZai U دار زن 52 46

 Wjd جWن tZaVaV! د}��a�cd pqر UVد 26 47
 آ�U}� آ�z�V �{U[س ^UV |qcد 29 48
 ھWرااااااااااااااااااااا z�V[س aq�Vر UVد 36 49

 ا}Wل a� !adadرUV l�Z l�U^ ]zVد 40 50
 ای جaن د�pZai !t دار زن 28 51
 a� ]^ |�a� |�ciرUV ]zVد 33 52

 آ�a� !�{UرUV ]zVد 36 53
 dWi U¥i |�ci| دادی! t��V زن 50 54

 ac�dر ھWi tب! �aر^azس Udق UVد 59 55
 �Uqاً d®ارم ا}� �lU از دUd tvgه �Uو^z[ه UVد 36 56

 واااااای WzqV |�ciن! �Uو^z[ه UVد 29 57

 �W رو �Uآن؟ pZai دار زن 56 58
 وا��aً ازت pZai !tZWzqV دار زن 80 59

 i[ا}U�^ aت! �aرUV ]zVد 43 60

 }z�V !tvZW{]V Uq� p[س ^UV |qcد 29 61
 �a� |�ci| ^[! آرا}UjY زن 36 62

 so[ر ZWdU�V|! داWXYZ زن 19 63

jcV|؟دروغ  UV �cZa�Vد 25 64  

 Wjd جWن �V! داWXYZ زن 23 65
 اsZ[ر a�^Wiل ^[م Wiاب از Ugم �pZai !]{U دار زن 48 66
 راjcV lg|؟ z�V[س UZم ا�nار UVد 27 67

 U� U�� Wjd WzVدم �¥Wل Uj�c��� !tYcqZ ��� و �aر زن 24 68

 جcccccccccccc¯ داWXYZ زن 25 69

 اU� t��gدی؟ داUV WXYZد 26 70
 وااای Wi |�ciب ^[ �pZai !p دار زن 54 71
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 ��دی ��ل 	���ت �ن رد�ف

 ac�dر Wiب �aری �Uدی! V[رس داajYZه UVد 28 72
 �aاا�| ^[! pZai دار زن 62 73

 i[ا}U�^ aت! �Uو^z[ه UVد 32 74

 واااااو �aرUV ]zVد 38 75

 �aرت دadad pvg داUV WXYZد 20 76

 �aش ھWd W� °V pqدن دا�Z آWVز UVد 16 77

aq�Vریz�V[س  زن 32 78  so[ر WdU�Vن! 

 واااای UVدم از z�V !|�a�^Wi[س aq�Vری زن 30 79

 آور}� آور}�! �aرUV ]zVد 26 80
 آخ جWن داWXYZ زن 19 81
 جqZa| جaن دا�Z آWVز زن 17 82

 داداش WzqVن  �aر^azس �Uوش UVد 25 83
 آ�dUV �{U| ورزش زن 36 84
 a� |�ciل دادی �Uو^z[ه UVد 39 85

 از U� t�a�^Wi |�ci lc�a�^Wiو^z[ه زن 28 86
 Uiاtvd داUV WXYZد 21 87

 ا�ن UcqcVم از �a�^Wi| آرا}UjY زن 60 88
 Udو �aXZ §{U¨ U¥d WY�aت UVد 36 89
 a� |�ciر �Wd |jzYد pZai دار زن 35 90

 l�U� |�ci ز}¥Wd |{aد داWXYZی �aر^gaz| ار^[ زن 26 91

itvZWzqV[ا}pZai  a دار زن 48 92  

 a� adadر درU� !!lgو^z[ه UVد 26 93
 وای so[ر �W دوdWi lg| ھ�v|! داWXYZ زن 23 94

 آخ جWن! دا�Z آWVز UVد 12 95
 جWن داداش! داUV WXYZد 18 96

 وا��aً ا}� �aرو z� |V|؟ داWXYZ زن 26 97

 W� pd �V ا�amvر pZai tz�cV دار زن 41 98

�citZWzqV| ازت  داWXYZ زن 25 99  

 adر}� هللا داUV WXYZد 35 100
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